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Abstract. We introduce an automated text mining tool named ‘GenDisFinder’ 

that aids in the extraction of human gene-disease associations from biomedical 

literature and further categorize them as three classes known, inferred or novel 

using network analysis. The main modules of GenDisFinder are named entity 

tagging of gene/protein and disease names, gene-disease relation extraction, 

gene-disease network construction and analysis to predict various association 

types. It also provides an interface to view the interaction network. URL: 

http://biominingbu.org/GenDisFinder  
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1 Introduction 

In this post genomic era, a vast amount of biomedical information 

from several experimental findings, clinical case report and therapeu-

tics has been stored in text databases such as MEDLINE, PubMed Cen-

tral, BioMed Central, etc. Proper use of existing domain knowledge 

from the literature is a prerequisite for any novel research [1]. One of 

the major tasks in biomedical text mining is the extraction of underly-

ing relation between several genes and disease phenotypes. Gene-

disease association (GDA) data from various high-throughput experi-
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ments are hidden in the literature and lack a structured form needed for 

easy information extraction and visualization [2]. Hence there is an ur-

gent need for a text mining system that extracts both known and novel 

GDA and visualization. In this paper, we introduce a new text mining 

system with network association capability, named GenDisFinder for 

the visualization of known/ inferred /novel gene disease association. 

This tool aims to discover novel associations between genes and dis-

eases based on direct/neighborhood associations in the network.    

2 Methods 

GenDisFinder automatically extracts and visualizes gene-disease asso-

ciations and association networks from biomedical literature and it uti-

lizes the extracted associations to discover a novel gene-disease relation 

which is not reported in databases. GenDisFinder’s web interface is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. GenDisFinder web interface. 

2.1 System overview and architecture 

The main five modules of GenDisFinder detailed below and the overall 

system architecture of GenDisFinder are shown in Fig. 2. The major 

modules were implemented in Perl and Java. The database of gene-

disease is organized using MySQL. The web interface is implemented 

using Perl/CGI and JavaScript. Network visualization is accomplished 

by Cytoscape web [3]. 
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Fig. 2.  Architecture of GenDisFinder. 

First module involves named entity recognition of gene/protein in the 

text which is accomplished by in-house developed tools NAGGNER 

[4] for gene mention (GM) task and ProNormz [5] for gene normaliza-

tion (GN) task.

Second module is disease name recognition and normalization. This 

task was accomplished by two disease related vocabulary resources: 

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [6] and Comparative 

Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) [7]. We incorporated an OMIM 

based human disease synonyms dictionary (Suppl. 1). It was performed 

using two Perl modules, Stanford parser (NLP::StanfordParser) and 

Regex (Regex::PreSuf). The identified disease names were normalized 

to unique OMIM identifiers. 

Third module involves the filtration of sentences that does not con-

tain at least one gene and one disease. However, some sentences may 

contain more than one gene or disease or both. In order to get the gene 

disease candidate pairs, we employed two dimensional coordinate sys-

tem of Cartesian product.  

Fourth module is necessary to identify the relation keyword between 

the gene and disease. We have used the relation type dictionary devel-

oped by Bundschus et al., [8]. The relation dictionary synonyms are 

grouped into four relation types namely altered expression, genetic var-

iation, regulatory modification and unrelated (Suppl. 2). Generally, in 

1. Gene/protein name identification

Disease Dictionary
(OMIM and CTDbase)

Relation Dictionary

PPI Network

(HPRD)

Disease-Disease Network
(MimMiner)

Gene-Disease Network
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5. Network construction and knowledge discovery of known/Inferred/novel associations from networks.
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 A2M gene was suggested to be associated with Alzheimer's disease

 A review of functions and mutations of ABCA1 in Tangier disease

 BACH 1 is FANCJ in a Fanconi anemia patient

 A2M gene was suggested to be associated with Alzheimer's disease

 A review of functions and mutations of ABCA1 in Tangier disease

 BACH1 is FANCJ in a Fanconi anemia patient

 Reduced folate carrier protein express ion in disease

 Gene associates with stage in ovarian cancer

Observational study of gene-disease association

 A2M gene was suggested to be associated with Alzheimer's  disease

 A review of functions and mutations of ABCA1 in Tangier disease

 BACH 1 is FANCJ in a Fanconi anemia patient

 Reduced folate carrier protein express ion in disease

 Gene associates with stage in ovarian cancer

Observational study of gene-disease association

 A2M gene was suggested to be associated with Alzheimer's  disease

 A review of functions and mutations of ABCA1 in Tangier disease

 BACH 1 is FANCJ in a Fanconi anemia patient

 Reduced folate carrier protein express ion in disease

 Gene associates with stage in ovarian cancer

 Observational study of gene-disease association

2. Disease name identification
using Stanford Parser and Regex

3. Extraction of gene-disease candidate pairs

4. Relation type recognition
using Stanford Parser and Regex
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biomedical text relation type keywords occur as noun phrases but in 

special cases they occur as verb phrases [9]. The relation type recogni-

tion was also performed similar to disease name recognition by using 

Stanford parser and Regex. 

Final module is the construction of three heterogeneous networks 

namely (Suppl. 3), i) human Disease-Disease similarities (D2D) from 

MimMiner [10], ii) Protein-Protein interactions (PPI) from Human Pro-

tein Reference Database (HPRD) [11], and iii) Gene-Disease associa-

tions (G2D) from OMIM morbid map [6]. Then we performed the inte-

grated network analysis of the above three networks using state-of-the-

art network association method described by [12] and classified ex-

tracted gene-disease associations as:  

(i) Known: Already a direct association exists between the gene-

disease pairs based on the information from databases.

(ii) Inferred: The associations are not exists in databases but in-

ferred by network analysis of first neighborhood association be-

tween genes/diseases and newly retrieved from the literature.

(iii) Novel: There is no direct or inferred association from the net-

work. These associations are newly retrieved from the literature.

Our network construction and analysis methods for classifying new-

ly extracted gene/diseases associations from literature as ‘Inferred’ or 

‘Novel’ is the iterative computation is performed until the occurrence 

of first neighborhood association in order to efficiently determine the 

most informative associations and further iterations after the second 

stage is terminated. For the neighborhood association, a threshold of 

0.5 is assigned for each neighborhood gene/disease that remains as in-

termediate connections for the formation of a link between indicative 

genes/disease in the network. These associations were referred as ‘In-

ferred’ associations. If there is no indicative association found in the 

first neighbor and the associations are retrieved only from the literature, 

then those associations are referred to as ‘Novel’ associations.  

3 Results and Discussion 

3. 1 Datasets and evaluation 

To our our knowledge there is no gold standard OMIM based pheno-

type disease-gene association corpus available for evaluation task. 

Hence, we created our own gene-disease association corpus named as 

Human Gene-Disease Association (HGDA) corpus. For HGDA corpus 
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construction, first we took the pre-annotated GeneRIF corpus [13]. We 

randomly selected 500 sentences which were manually annotated by 

three domain experts in our lab. The annotations were jointly carried 

out all the three curators to avoid any conflicts. The final HGDA corpus 

contains 157 unique genes, 96 unique diseases and 206 relations be-

tween them from 182 sentences (Suppl. 4).Precision, recall and F-score 

were used as measure of performance assessment metrics. The evalua-

tion results of all the four text mining modules of our system were 

shown in Table 2. The result shown indicates that they were equivalent 

and comparable to the state-of-the art systems in each task.  

Table 2.  Evaluation of GenDisFinder on HGDA corpus 

HGDA Corpus - (206 Relation sentence) 

Dataset Precision % Recall % F-score %

Gene identification 89.30 73.57 80.68 

Disease identification 96.85 75.12 84.61 

Relation type identification 94.32 66.83 78.23 

Association extraction 82.84 74.07 78.20 

3. 2 Evaluation by Biocurators of BioCreative V IAT Track 

Prior to the BioCreative 5 challenge workshop 2015, curators and user 

advisory group of interactive curation track (IAT) assigned five differ-

ent tasks for 1. Evaluation process such as find documentation, 2. Find-

ing genes associated to a disease, 3. Goal: review the association net-

works, 4. Editing information and 5. Exporting the annotations. In task 

2, 3 and 4, a set of five recently published abstracts (PMID: 26091350, 

26087562, 26085869, 26082485, 25909225) on prostate cancer from 

PubMed was chosen for the evaluation. These abstracts were submitted 

to GenDisFinder and the evaluation was performed by the curators. 

In this survey genes associated to prostate cancer and their associa-

tion type were determined along with other queries. Reports are gener-

ated from certain criteria such as compatibility with various browsers, 

classification of extracted relations as known, novel, and unknown and 

its association network and finally rating the system under each catego-

ry. Eight different curators evaluated the system and their evaluation 

survey reports are given in supplementary file (Suppl. 5). From these 
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results, we inferred that some users were not clear with the classifica-

tion terms of extracted gene/disease associations. Hence, the associa-

tions are renamed as known, inferred, and novel to provide more clarity 

as described in the materials and methods section. Overall experience 

of the 8 curators with the system is rated as 1 very positive, 2 positive, 

2 neutral, 2 negative and 1 unanswered. As a result, we find that most 

users give positive feedback with possible recommendation of the sys-

tem to their colleagues.    

In addition, few different data curator groups evaluated our system 

with their own corpus of different gene/disease categories. However, 

the evaluation task is still not completed and we are awaiting for the 

results. Once the results will be available, they will be uploaded in the 

GendisFinder web site http://www.biominingbu.org/GenDisFinder/ 

3. 3 Outputs 

Fig. 4.  Screenshot of GenDisFinder output: Gene-Disease association 

extraction from the biomedical text.  

GenDisFinder’s first output window was the mined human GDA in-

formation as shown in Fig. 4. In the output window, the gene and dis-
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ease names were being normalized to official ID in order to offer links 

to unique references. In addition to the extracted information, the sys-

tem will display highlighted association sentence with PubMed ID for 

cross references, Relation type of association (altered expression, ge-

netic variation, regulatory modification and unrelated) and the pre-

dicted the association type [Known/Inferred/Novel]. On selecting par-

ticular association information will lead to the next level output win-

dow of network view of extracted associations as shown in Fig 5.  

Fig. 5.  A) Network visualization of direct association (Known). B) Extraction of 

neighborhood association and network visualization (Inferred). C) Extraction of un-

known association and network visualization (Novel). 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we present ‘GenDisFinder’ a text mining system for iden-

tifying known, inferred and novel associations between genes and dis-

eases mined through text mining and network analysis. The novelty of 

this tool is threefold; it is a first system that integrates both text mining 

and network analysis modules. Second, it discovers highly informative 

associations at first iteration level (first neighborhood association) 

based on protein-protein interaction, gene-disease phenotype associa-

tion and phenotype similarity. Third, it finds the inferred associations 

reported only in literature. In future, we intend to discover more rela-

tions between biological entities like genes-to-drugs relations for the 

development of novel treatments and cure for many diseases. 
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